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According to John 20, Peter was the first disciple to step inside
the empty _______ on Easter Sunday. John 21 describes the ________
appearance Jesus made to His disciples. After this meeting with Jesus,
they were never the ______ again.
3 things _______ did for Peter led to his transformation.
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1. Jesus _________ Him. 21:4-8
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The disciples did not realize it, but Jesus was __________ them
the whole time. It was not easy for these men to _______ the Lord. It
was difficult to pull their ______ out of the water and cast them on the
other side. It was also difficult for these men to __________ themselves.
When the disciples obeyed the Lord, they went from failure to
________ instantly. While ________ was the first to recognize Jesus,
_______ was the first to get out of the boat and go to Jesus.
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2. Jesus _____ Him. 21:9-14.
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Jesus knew that the way to Peter’s heart was through his
_______. Even though Jesus had prepared some fish, he asked for a
small portion of what the disciples had ________. Jesus allowed them to
catch a large number of ______ in order to demonstrate that He is able to
supply far more than we could ever ______.
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3. Jesus _________ Him. 21:15-19
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After the meal was over, Jesus asked Peter a simple _________.
The one basic qualification for ministry is that you _______ the Lord.
What we do _____ God is only a reflection of the relationship we
have ______ God. One reason Peter’s life was changed is that he was
willing to ___________ confess his love for the Lord.
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